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DR. JOE'S
ULTIMATE

BRRRR
STRATEGY
CHECKLIST

What every real estate investor should
know about the BRRRR process



Buy carefully – in areas to attract & retain quality tenants (consider

neighborhood amenities such as transportation, schools, recreation

and shopping, etc.)

Have multiple exit strategy options (Plan A & B)

Short term financing

Permanent financing

1.   It’s not the end of the world if you overpay (especially if you are in
an area with a proven history of price and appreciation) – the real
money is in appreciation (you make real money by waiting and
letting time work for you)

2.   Develop a Statement Of Work (SOW) for your project – the more
detailed, the better!

3.   Line up your financing before starting the project

     -Acquisition financing

     -Renovation financing4
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BUY

RENOVATE
1.  The success or failure of your BRRRR investments depends on
your ability to manage the rehab process, including your contractor
relationships

Newby Tip:

1. Screen contractors carefully

2. Get several quotes

3. Be clear on the scope of work

4. Try contractors on smaller projects first

5. Get references and use experienced contractors on major projects
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1.  Screening your tenants is the single most important step in the
BRRRR process - Screen thoroughly to select a Tier 1 tenant. It’s easy
to get someone into your home, It’s difficult getting them out once
they are in

2.  Your success will depend on you understanding that there's the
physical asset (the property) and the human asset (the tenant) –
most investors focus on the physical asset

3.  Satisfied customers stay longer, take better care of the property,
and are more pleasant.
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RENT

REFINANCE

Have multiple exits and look to flip or sell retail or to an investor

Be prepared to leave money in the deal to close the gap - and look to

refinance again later.

Bring in an equity or credit partner to secure funding.

Residential lender

Commercial lender

1.   This stage is when you see how well your business plan has gone
- it's time to recoup your money through the refinance process

2.   Now, pull your capital out through the refinance process

3.   A few common refinance issues can creep up and stop an
investor in their tracks.

The top 3 are:

a.   The property doesn’t qualify for the loan

b.   You can’t qualify for the loan

4.Nurture relationships with lenders to get favorable terms

5.Line up permanent financing (i.e., refinancing loan) before
completing the renovation
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REPEAT

·Real estate agents, wholesalers, bird dogs, deal finders etc.

·Financial partners: Banks, mortgage brokers, private investors etc.

·Contractors

·Attorney, property manager etc.

·Not easy

·Not difficult

·Don’t recreate the wheel

·Many mistakes are avoidable 

1.    Take time to capture lessons learned – including good, bad and
ugly

2.   Establish your team and develop win-win relationships. You
cannot do everything on your own

3.   You can do it, but be realistic about your strengths and
weaknesses
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